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Dear Sir/Madam,

We are writing to you on the behalf of employees in the judiciary, army,
education, health care, science, culture. The economic-social rights of employees
in Serbia are at risk because laws in Serbia are violated, not respected or
respected selectively. Also, another reason we are turning to you is the absence of
legal security.

Namely, Labour Law stipulates that employees have the right to a
compensation for a hot meal, as well as the right to a vacation bonus. It is
determined by the regulation that the payslip contains special indications of
those fees, in the exact amounts. Certainly, employer's legal obligation should
mean that workers' right will be respected. However, in Serbia this is not the
case.

The Government of Serbia, as the largest employer, selectively pays
those fees and it does so only to employees in the public entreprises suffering
losses, where people are employed because of their membership in a political
party, where employees' names exist on the payroll but those people don't
show up at workplace and because of who the state of Serbia takes expensive
loans guaranteed by popular money.

It is obvious that employees, employed by the Government, are harmed
as they are deprived of certain legal rights but a small number if employees go
to court in order to protect their rights because they are legally unprotected.
Some employees, those earning minimum wage, were brave enough to sue the
state. Legal insecurity was caused by the two contrary positions of the
Supreme Court of Cassation which in its first position has stated that
employee's minimum wage, calculated by multiplying hourly labour cost (the
decision on the minimum labour cost is made by the Social-Economic Council)
with the number of working hours in a month, undoubtedly, doesn't contain a
compensation for the hot meal and vacation bonus (Rev2 1557/19 of
13.02.2020). After having seen such an opinion of the Supreme Court of
Cassation, a large number of employees earning minimum wage in the
education and health care initiated labour disputes. Afterwards, regardless of
the law not being amended, Supreme Court of Cassation changed its
position where it said the minimum wage calculated in the previously
described way contained compensation for a hot meal and vacation



bonus (Rev2 825/22 of 06.04.2022). Truth is that in the meantime, between
these two positions, the president of the Supreme Court of Cassation changed.

After the position of the Supreme Court of Cassation had changed, the
final outcome was that employees on minimum wage of 270 euros lost their
case at the court and now have to pay high court expenses reaching the
amount of 800 euros. Surely, this is the message sent to all workers who dare
sue the state for the violation of law because the state is the only one with the
exclusive right to violate the law and to be protected by the highest court
instance.

Then, the branch collective agreement covering state bodies (applied to
courts, prosecution offices, state administration, army) contains a provision on
the employees' right to a compensation for hot meal and vacation bonus when
the conditions have been met and the decision on the amount is made by the
government. However, employees don't exercise this right. On the one hand,
government has been saying that it doesn't have the money for the payment.
On the other hand, every year the government sets aside billions for fines and
penalties, i.e. compulsory debt settlement. This year 300 million euros has
been set aside for this purpose and for the past ten years the sum has
amounted to a billion euros, which is something that the Fiscal Council of
Serbia has always been warning about.

Due to everything said, I ask you to take all the measures in your powers,
having in mind that Serbia is the member of the Council of Europe and a signatory
of the European Social Charter.
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